
Proud to be 
Indonesian Muslim!



why should we proud 
to be Indonesian Muslim?



Do you know that Indonesia is the country 
with the most muslim population in the 
world?

There are more than 231 mi�ion muslims 
that live in this country

The Largest 
Muslim Country 

See? we have so many brothers
and sisters around!

231 .000.000 Muslim



In Indonesia we can find halal foods and restaurant easyly!

There are so many food that have been sertified by Indonesian Ulama 
Council ensure the halal content 

we just need to find the halal logo in the front of the Restaurant and food 
packaging. no worries that we wi� eat haram food, Alhamduli�ah

Various Options 
for Halal Foods

This is the latest
indonesian halal logo

HALALFOOD



There are so many islamic school located around the cities 
in Indonesia. So muslims can find a place to learn islamic 
studies or Quran easily.

Moreover, Islamic studies has been intregated into one of 
the subjects in school. 

A thing that may be not found in other countries

Islamic School
Can Be Found Easily

ISLAMIC



We can find a lot of big and beatutiful around Indonesia, 
even it is only in a sma� street or housing area. It may also 
rea�y near to our house! 
so we can go there to worship A�ah, just by walking.

We can also hear the Adzan clearly whenever the time to 
pray is coming!

Mosque 
are Everywhere

Are you the one that keep sleeping
when the Adzan Subuh coming?!



Every muslimah can wear hijab in their daily activities.

In some countries, there are special rules and prohibition of 
wearing hijab for muslimah.

Hijab is allowed in
anytime and anywhere

Yeeay! I can wear my hijab
freely!



Even though Islam is the biggest religion in 
Indonesia, muslims and adherents of other 
religion can live together peacfu�y. Help 
and love each other!

Living Peacefully 
In Diversity

IndonesiaIndonesiaIndonesia
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